
TRILUX BONUS
 
Game Basics 
TriLux Bonus is an exciting optional side bet for blackjack that 
considers the first two cards a player receives and the dealer’s 
up card. If the cards make a straight, flush, three of a kind or a 
straight flush, the player wins. The value of the player’s hand is 
independent of the dealer’s hand and is unaffected by the dealer’s 
blackjack. 

PLAYING THE GAME 
1. To begin each round, players make their standard blackjack
wagers and the TriLux wager. 
2. The dealer then follows house procedures for blackjack. 
3. Once players and the dealer have two cards, the dealer settles
all TriLux wagers according to house procedures.  If players have
a winning hand combined from the player’s first two cards and the
dealer’s up card, they win according to the pay table.  If their hand
is not a winning hand, players lose their TriLux wager.
Note: If a player has more than one winning TriLux 
combination on a single hand, only the highest ranking hand 
according to the pay table shall be paid. 

Note: All bonus payouts apply to the player’s first two cards only. 

 LUCKY GEORGE 
Is a payout that goes to the dealer toke pool. When a player wins a 
corresponding TriLux wager, the dealer will get a payout as well.
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HAND
TriLux* Lucky George**

PAY TABLES

* TriLux pays are paid to the Player
** Lucky George pays are paid to the Dealer




